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by Jonathan Spivik, The Wall Street Journal,
January 7, 1971
Nixon Administration planners, seeking to
meet the nation's mounting health-care needs
and to fend offa Democratic-proposed cure-all,
are
medical initiative of their
own.
In competition with liberal Democratics' drive
for all-emcompassing national health insurance,
the Administration will offer the new Congress a
less sweeping, less costly plan. The main aims
will be to improve medical care for the poor and
to ease the health cost strain on everyone.
Despite its relatively limited objective, the
Nixon plan would significantly expand Government health responsibilities, and its cost surely
would reach several billion dollars a year.
Though key decisions still remain to be made,
these are the probable highlights ofthe proposals
now under consideration:
A "family health insurance program," would
replace the much-critized Medicaid program for
the needy. It would extend benefits to additional
millions of poor people and would provide greater benefits per family than Medicaid offers. It
might include dental care. It would sharply boost
Federal medical outlays for the poor.
More limited insurance benefits would go to
middle-income and upper-income Americans to
help them meet catastrophically large medical
bills. But recipients would have to spend sizable
sums out of their own pockets before getting
Federal aid, and even then they would pay part
ofthe additional expenses.
The Government would offer incentives to
promote use of more efficient, and presumably
less costly, forms of health service, such as medi-
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The wing (formerly the experimental wing of the committee theatre) topped
off this year's Friday Far Out programs with a standing room only crowd on
March 5 in Millberry Union Lounge. C.A.L. programs will resume after quarter
break. (See page 4 for story on new program coordinator).
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cal group practice. There would also be new

nance Committee, led by Louisiana Democrat
Russell Long, recently voted for a program of
catastrophic medical insurance for all Americans
under 65, at a cost of $2.5 billion a year.

administration readies vast
health care plan
to rival democrats

-

stress on disease prevention, family planning and
other long-range attempts to lighten the nation's
medical-care burden.
The private health insurance industry would
retain a substantial role in furnishing coverage
for persons under 65 who can afford medical
care. But Federal standards requiring minimum
benefits could be imposed on the private plans.

-

"This Is the Health Year"
Just how far to go in proposing new Government health coverage is a prickly question for
Mr. Nixon, whose budget deficits are ballooning.
Merely mounting a more effective health insurance program for the 19 million recipients of the
President's proposed welfare-reform plan-a
pledge made last summer-could cost $2 billion to
$3 billion a year. Additional steps under study
could double the price tag.
To ease the fiscal strain, the Administration's
new health program wouldn't take effect until the
fiscal year that begins in July 1972. Only small
start-up costs would be required in the year starting in July 1971.
There is no doubt about the President's eagerness to go ahead. He talks increasingly of his
"new program of health," and word that it will
get heavy stress has been circulating through the
Administration for months. "This year is the
health year," insists one planner.
I Predicting the Capitol Hillfate of the Nixon
program is perilious. Congress has shown interest in adopting some form of health insurance
extending beyond existing Medicare and Medicaid programs. Pressure is mounting not only
from the poor but also from others feeling the
pain ofrising medical expenses. The Senate Fi-

With the approach ofthe 1972 elections guarsmteeing more partisan infighting, some Administration strategists fear the Nixon proposals will
stand little chance in the new Congress, still controlled by Democrats. They note that the Senate
fairly bristles with Presidential aspirants; Massachusetts' Ted Kennedy, still considered a strong
White House possibility, is an outspoken
cate of comprehensive national health insurance.
Thus, it's reasoned, the Administration's plan
might merely open a board debate on the desirability of more extensive health insurance. " I
don't think anything will pass in the next Congress," worries one drafter of the Nixon program.
But other Administration specialists insist the
Republicians' limited approach will have presuasive political appeal. It's less expensive than
the Democrats' approach, more acceptable to
professional medical groups and far easier to put
into effect, given the shortages of health personnel and facilities.
The differences between national health insurance favored by many Democrats would cost at
least $37 billion a year, which is more than half
the total national expenditures on health care
from all sources. This would cover the medical
expenses of most Americans, requiring them to
pay little or nothing. It not only would eliminate
economic barriers to medical care but also would
seek to change the way health services are organized, delivered and paid for. Physicians fear
they might lose much oftheir freedom to set fees
and determine the way they work; the Government might decide the type and location of new
medical facilities.
The Nixon approach is far more cautious. It
continued/back page

from Anthony Bottone, M.D.

-Chairman, University of
California Association of Interns and Residents.
-Western Representative,
Committee for A National
House Staff Conference.
After several years of planning, there will finally be a national conference for interns
and residents from across the
country. About 170 house officers will be gathering in St.
Louis, Mo. this March 18
21. Several will be attending
from the Bay Area, including:
Sid Rosenberg (Neuro.); Stuart
Pickel (Psych.-LPNI); Gordon
Smith (Opth.); Tom Bodenheimer (Med.); Roweena Korobkin (Peds-Childrens East Bay);

-

Russßuss(SFGH-Interns);

national
house staff
conference
ence failed. Finally, a $33,000
grant was obtained from the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The purpose
is to make known the views of
the 50,000 interns and residents concerning matters of
concern to them and to the nation. Since it would be impossible to have a totally representative conference, moderators
will prepare majority and minority reports
thus providing a voice for all who are

—

present.

THE CIA is sponsoring a conference on National Insurance
on Tuesday April 16 at 7 p.m. in the Mcd Sci Auditorium

»

An earlier attempt to obtain
AMA funding for the confer-

will
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Tom Bodenheimer

... from the

graduate student association

Population Projections and Teaching
by Loren Pickart, Biochemistry

The accompanying data presenting the projected age 22 population ofthe United States was
obtained through the courtesy of Dr. Alan Nixon
of the American Chemical Society. For those
planning teaching careers the projections hold
some grave implications.
Popullattion (IVAi\

Year
960
965
970
975

980

985
990
1995

2.25
2.94
3.62
3.87
4.18
4.00
3.21
3.70
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-.69
-.68
-.25
-.31
-.18
-.79
-.49

The current rate at which college level teaching currently are being trained (M.S., Ph. D.) was
based on accelerated student population growth
in the 1960*5. The latter has fallen sharply and
with it, the supply of new teaching positions. A

recent poll of graduate students ar UCSF found
that 80% were planning teaching careers. However, current estimates basedon computer analyses, indicate that no more than 15% of the Ph.
D's from 1970-1980 can be placed in the groves
ofacademe. It does not appear that universal college training of all students will ever become a
reality. The combination of widesparead publis
unhappiness with colleges which has restricted
funds for expansion and changes in the Weltanschauung of potential students, suggest that the
foreseeable precentage of students entering college will remain relatively static. Even if no new
teachers were hired the next 10-year period there
would still remain a slight surplus of faculty
members in colleges in 1980. A by-product of
this trend may be a deterioration of student-faculty relations in the future, since reduced hiring
of young faculty members will rapidly increase
the age differential between the two groups. Perhaps the only solution will be to isolate the two
groups completely and handle all teaching and

communications by TV.

On a more profound level, the changing ageprofile in the United States will give greater voting weight to the older, more conservative elecwe have
torate. The "youth
heard about ad nauseam, is a passing phenomenon. The next ten years are a political window
through which the relatively large number of
young people in the U.S. may provide an opportunity for the implementation of lasting cultural
changes. Thereafter, the political Pied Pipers
leading the Children's Crusade to the Brave New
Jerusalem will be ambushed at the pass by Geriatric George and the Sunset City Gang.
Of course all these projections assume the
continuation of widespread use of birth control
methods. (The lives you prevent with birth control may be your future students, and hence, your
future job.) While pregnancy has come to be regarded as an antisocial act fraught with guilt and
anxiety, it has gained the aura of excitement and
adventure once associated with the more trivial
aspects of sexuality. It may even become popu•
lar.

.
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graduate nurse symposium
Chafeiz, Ruth Benfield, Judy
Education in Nursing: ReactionBell, Mary Woodrow, and
Opening
ary or Revolutionary?
Dorothy Reinhart, presented
by
Betty
made
remarks were
Highley, Acting Assistant further stimulation and interest
for the audience by discussing
The symposium sponsored Dean of the Graduate Prothe expanding, changing, and
OrganiGraduate
Nurse
the
by the
gram, and were followed by
challenging roles of nurses as
zation was held Friday, February 19, 1971, in Millberry Un- Ikey note address, Ecology of evidenced through the panel
ion for the purpose of provid- Graduate Education, delivered members' various pasitions
ing an opportunity for graduate by DoftsfMiller, Assistant and areas of work.
The remainder of the day
nursing students, nursing edu- Dean of Nursing Student Afcators, and members of nursing fairs. A panel, composed of was spent in group discussions
service to look at Graduate Hannah Moynihan, Linda relating to topics introduced in

by Anna Mullins
Graduate Nursing

'

the morning session. Some of
the key facets reported by the
groups at the end of the day
were: (1) nursing is changing
of
•"• it is the responsibility
graduate educations
to initiate changes io iTiCC* today's health care challenges,
(2) nursing education must
continue to change in order to
prepare these nurses and to
provide role models for them to
follow, and (3) nurses must

assume more active roles in
relating to health issues and in
the forming of policies affecting health and health care delivery.
Approximately one hundred
and fifty people attended the
symposium. Following the
meeting was a wine tasting party compliments Of The Wine
Growers' Association of California.

FAN LETTERS

"from the community neighborhood people ..."
"Synapse" Editor
U. C. Dental/Medical

..

From the community/neighborhood people, I
speak with gratitude for having printed the article. It was timely and many ofthe people both on
the U.C. STAFF (including, Students) and
neighborhood had paid compliments, and spoken
praise for you, as having given unto the public
LONGED OVERDUED
and university"

.

INFORMATION."

Yes, those persons of whom names I have
given to you, for interview, are looking forward
of meeting with you, and presenting their views
for "FOLLOW-UP" report. I hope to have
something of progress to report soon, from future
discussions with the Students and Students Executive Committee.
Through contacts and close friendly relationships being built up between Bill Kerr, Asst.
Hosp. Adm.; John Rawls, Asst. Chanc. of Student admission; Bob Christmas, Director of
U.C. Med. Clinic, things are somewhat looking
up. Indeed these younger executives with Chancellor Phillip Lee, M.D. taking an interests in
withwhat our community has to say, do believeand offer, "I do believe that something
wholesome can be established, towhereby good
communications and relationships can be enjoyed between Members of the U.C.
Medical/Dental And the Community Surrounding the campus.
I am in daily contact with these fine gentlemen, of whom seem to have the same interests
and respect toward me, and withwhat I try to
represent in the peoples interests. Especially
with the activity interests of which Mr. (Bob) La
Pointe personally seems to become quite involved. Bob La Pointe since coming to U.C. has
really shown an participantional interests in both
the Campus/Medical-Dental School and Various
Communities activities; besides the "Sunset"
Community Areas. And, through Mr. La
Pointe's contacting people herewithin the neighborhood, the people are becoming more aware of
the University's problems and interests, as he is
becoming also more aware of the Community's
needs and interests.
Respectfully submitted by;
Swede (davidson)

A meeting was held in Laguana Grammer
School, on Tuesday, March 2, 1971; of which
both interested home owners and tenants were in
a large attendance. This meeting had been scheduled with concern for property improvement,
etc., etc....: However, the issues turn out in hostilities toward the University of California
Medical/Dental campus and Langley Porter
Mental Hospital.
Their main interest concern centered around
the U.C. Campus's Expansion programming;
down through the many past years, since its incorporation. Property owners especially had
(that
many questions relating to "their beliefs
their property and the surrounding communityneighborhood had depreciated). The campus
has not served in the best interest."

...

..

They had spoken of the campus having purchased properties, and of not having done anything, to keep up the buildings maintenances and
outward beauty: but allow of the buildings to
look and fall into decay, and theland of which the
buildings are on.
They also spoke ofhow difficult it is to try and
sell a home, to a prospective person: for fear
that the campus shall wish to purchase other surrounding properties, and cause, and create a depreciation of one's property (having th countycity condemning a building, for progress).
Many tenants and property owners desplayed
through hostilities unto the U.C. Campus,
through ignorance (in the past) and lack of communication: of which two persons were somewhat able to clear up such wrongful information,
to wherefor in clarification as to the campus'
stand and views they were (the community) enlightened to the basic real facts. Mr. Bob La
Pointe, campus-community planner unfortunately arrived somewhat late, and had very little time
to give a broader picture as to how and what interests yie campus of U.C. staff and students do
have toward the surrounding community-neighborhood. However, Bob La Pointe did make

_

quite a wholesome impression, in representing
the U.C. campus.
NOTE: It is therefore allthemore reasons for
the U. C. Campus Regents, Chancellors, staffmembers and students should become interested
with a deep concern for "the neighborhood
community-people" (and) their problems."
There ought to be an involvement to wherefore
harmony can wholesomely exist, between the
community and campus. (For many years there
seemingly has not been much of a communication exist between both interests). How about
students, staff-members, chancellors and regents
having their views put down into print, in the
"SYNAPSE" newspaper, as to what or how
they feel and look upon the neighborhood: and
with what they themselves do (or have) proposed, relating "better communication:" and getting all the more involved.
Respectively Submitted By:
Swede (Frank B.W. Davidson)
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At Wednesday night's
ASUC Assembly meeting a
plan for the complete reorganization of the ASUC was proposed.
David Wren explained that
the major changes in the Assembly would be an elected
treasurer, the Advisory Council would include the Chairman
of the Publications Board and
the Editor of Synapse and the
presidents of various organizations that have yet to be chosen.
There will also be a cut back
in the number of commissions
from six to four. "It is a matter
of combining the projects of
those two commissions and
have them done by the existing
commissions," Wren explained. There will still be
three votes per commission,
however membership is unlimited.
Brian Gould explained that
the primary blocks were established so that the full range of
student interest can be made
known to the president and the
other assembly members.
"The expansion of the Assembly will include those that
have not had a previous vote,"
Wren said.
"In that way another representative from the schools can
be feeding input into the Assembly and will resolve some
of the friction," Gould explained.
Bill Gerber said that if some
groups are approached and offered a vote they will "Spit in
your eye." However Gould
explained that the reorganization is not going to solve all
problems, but "How can you
have meaningful input if you
don't get involved?"
Wren then explained that
the ASUC has to offer an organization where issues can be
considered. "We cannot overlook the fact that we are a recognized compulsory student
government and we are the
only official student organ on
campus with direct access to
the Regent's affairs and the offices of the President. On a
wide basis we are number one
in line in access to many peo-

3

reorganization
of asuc proposed

*

MOTK:
1. President appoints Conniesion Chairmen who put together their respsctive Comissiotte (similar
to British Cabinet system). Coninleeions include an elected representrtive from etch school.
2. The Vice-President will be primarily reaponaible for coordination of the Commissions.
3- The Treasurer will be elected along with the President and Vice-President.
h. The PAC advises the President and repressnts a spectrum of student opinion.

■■."',■'■'.

ASUC CONFEDERATED ASSEMBLY

Forum for All University Student Affairs
COMPOSITION

1.

ASUC: President, Vice-President, and
Treasurer will have one vote each.
(Secretary, no longer elected, will assist
In taking minutes, and will collect and
count votes--non-voting member.) Editor
of Synapse will have one vote. Chairman
of Publications Board will have one vote.
Chairman of Millberry Bd. of Governors
will have one vote.
Total:

2.

6 votes

(

•

m

TASK FORCE (ASUC COMMISSIONS): Commissions
will have three representatives and three
votes each. 3 votes/commission
Total: 12 votes

, A. SPECIAL INTEREST CROUPS:

Recognized campus
student organizations (Chicano, Black, etc.)
will have two representatives and two votes
each; one elected representative plus the
respective Preiidents. These*groups will
be seated Upon consensus of the Assembly,
Five or six such groups are projected.

■*

Two representatives,
REPRESENTATIVES:
one representative elected by the School
at large, plus the respective Presidents,
will represent Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy,
Nursing, GSA, GNO, and UCAIR. 2 votes/school
Total: 14 votes

3.

Total: 10

5.

-

12

votes

EMPLOYEES. FACULTY. ADMINISTRATION:

Officia

representation will be granted to these
However, they will not have voting
privileges.

groups.

NOTE:
1. There will be an Intrinsic balance between "task-force" oriented votes
of the commissions and the "representative" oriented votes of the schools.
The "special interest" votes should represent dominant student concerns
of a broader nature than the those of "academia."
The
reduced number of Presidential Commission appointments to four, Increases
2.
the proportion of student representative votes and decreases the President's
direct influence on the complexion of Assembly opinion. 1
3. Voting will be accomplished by voice vote (if general consensus) or roll call
(by the Secretary) so that a record of voting patterns & advocacies is possible.

ple."

"Even though the ASUC is
ultimately the only way to express the student's voice, either groups don't know that or
they don't want to go through
these channels. They feel that
the ASUC is an extension of
the medical students and the
white students. What I think
we should have is a campus
wide convocation, so that the
ASUC won't play the power
mover," Bill Gerber said.
"I'd like to see that happen,
but how are going to dispel
these ideas and get the student
leaders interested?" asked
Wren.
Students from the other
schools have been discouraged
because of the presidency
being held by medical students
for the past three years. Because of this the ASUC is
trying to get students from the
other schools interested and
making the ASUC more representative.
"They have to be made
aware of the fact that they can
be an active member of the
ASUC and run for an office,"
Gerber stated.
Primary Block 1 was passed
15-20, however Part II was
implemented by Bill Gerber
who proposed that a convocation be held to hear student
opinion and then it would be
voted upon at the next ASUC
meeting.
Date and time of the convocation will be announced in
the Synapse.
K.B.

ASUC Legislative Counsel
academic interns

by Richard

The student lobby office in Sacramento is now
getting organized, and we hope to present a full
statement of-aims and expected achievements
shortly after final exams.
For the moment, two concerns may be of interest: (1) In order for this office to do its job
well, we need the help offour or five ACADEMIC INTERNS who will work full time in our office for one quarter, researching bills, talking to
legislators, analyzing and preparing approaches
to legislation.
Each ACADEMIC INTERN would concenstudent
trate on a specific major area of law
laws,
social
reform
environmental
financial aids,
legislation, and the like. The office would depend
on each intern to be out "expert" in that given
area.- He or she would prepare reports to the student community on how they can affect bills
which concern them.
We would arrange an "intervisitation" quarter
for the ACADEMIC INTERNS, with up to 15
units ofcredii through the Davis campus. For the

—

moment, we are unable to provide a stipend, but
this may change if some private foundation help
comes through.
ACADEMIC INTERNS are vitally needed
this spring quarter. There is still time to register
through Davis. If you are interested, please write
to our office immediately with some information
about yourself, your interests, academic major
and year, any relevant experience, etc.
The office address is ASUC Legislative
Counsel, 1107 Ninth St., Sacramento, 95814.
Doit, now!
(2) An immediate legislative item is A.B. 233,
a bill which would legally prohibit California residents from fighting in an undeclared war. It directs the Atto-ney General to bring suit in the
U.S. Supreme Court and other courts "to defend
and enforce the rights of such residents and of
this state
"
A similar bill failed to pass last year. The bill
could
year, but now has to clear an Assembly committee which is voting on the bill on

J. Twohy

March 15.
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FRIDAY MARCH 12

ENDOCRINOLOGY SEMINAR: "Studies of Thyroid Function
in Man." Francis S. Greenspan, M.D., Clinical Professor of Medicine, 10 a.m., Friday, March 12 in 758 S. Sponsored by Dept. of

«innaM.fU>s

'JuSfiE

AUYWHEBE

-

Physiology.

THE STRUGGLERS BA
campus Friday April 16, fro
ion Cafeteria. The tickets at
of Broadway's Red Garter I
now on sale at the Millberrj
there will be plenty of singir

nv.

PHARMACOLOGY CONFERENCE. "Pharmacological Principles in the Use of Antineoplastic Drugs, Joseph Bertino, M.D.,
Prof. Medicine and Pharmacology, Yale University. 12 noon Friday, March 12 in 989 M.
on tap 40c

PHYSIOLOGY SEMINAR: "In Search of the Bainbridge Reflex," John C. Coleridge, M.D., Associate Director, DVRI & Prof.
Physiology 2:30 p.m. in 758 S, Friday, March 12.

-

on tap 35c

FERDINAND'S
Home ofthe

BAGEL BURGER!!

v«

pound freshly ground

chuck

char-broiled

to

perfection Served with men
ed cheese on a genuine New
York water bagel, lopped

'

To introduce you to the
gentle atmospher, tasty
food, and sensible prices
at Ferdinand's, we'd like
you to have an Anchor or
~.-.
Schlitz
tz hepr
beer on us Just
Sch
show some U.C. faculty,
student, or staff ID.

..

"

j

with a ripe cherry tomato
and complimented with your
favorite garnishes All this
and your choice of salad or
fries for only 85c'

SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE DRAMA DEPARTMENT will present Joseph Heller's black comedy, "We Bombed in
New Haven," playing March 12 and 13 and next weekend, March
18 through 20. Presented in the Little Theater of the Creative Arts
Building, Beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets: $2 and $2.50.
DRUG DEPENDENCE, program at Napa State Hospital, Imola,
California tomorrow Saturday, March 13starting at 8:45 a.m. Contact Continuing Education, Health Sciences, UCSF, phone X2483.

10 nightly, till midnight Friday and Saturday
5020 Geary Blvd (off Park Presidio Blvd)

iRn till
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CALIFORNIA 'MEDICAL ASSOCIATION annual meeting,
March 13-14, at Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim. Contact
CM A, 693 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94102.

CHOIR

GOLDEN GATE

GERIATRIC WORKSHOP, Saturday, March 13 through Sunday, March 14, UCSF at Napa State Hospital, Imola. Contact
Committee on Continuing Medical Education, California Medical Association, 693 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94102.

PHOTO CENTER

ANTIBODY IDENTIFICATION: PROBLEM CASES. March
13-14, UCSF at Irwin Blood Bank, San Francisco. Contact:
Committee on Continuing Medical Education, CMA, 693 Sutter
Street, San Francisco 94102.

1234 9th Aye. near Lincoln Way
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ALLERGISTS, annual meeting
and pre-congress seminar. March 14-18, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco. Contact CMA, 693 Sutter Street, S.F. for more information.
NEIGHBORHOOD ARTS PROGRAM
The Portreo Hill
Music Workshop will present 'Bobby Webb & the Spiders', a free
concert and dance to support the music program at the Portrero
Hill Neighborhood House, Sunday March 14, from 2 to 5 p.m.
Refreshments will be sold at the Neighborhood House, Auditorium, 953 Dc Haro Street, S.F.

Save Money on Technicolor Processing

0V 14229

9 Ml to 6PM

CHARTER FLIGHTS

HARE KRISHNA NEW YEAR SPRING STREET FESTIVAL,
14 in Sproul Plaza, University of Califor_/"
nia, Berkeley.
noon, Sunday, March

EUROPE JAPAN ISRAEL
West Coast/London
London/West Coast
West Coast/London
LA; SF/Tokyo
East Coast/London

YOUNG ADULT FORUM INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP,

$150-$2OO
$150-$175
$225-$285
$400
$165

one Way
*oUn<nnP

«wP
*oun? mP

"The Shape of the Future," with Dr. Kenneth Watt, Institute of

Ecology, U.C, Davis. 6:30 p.m., Thursday, March 25 at World Affairs Council ofNorthern California headquarters, 406 Sutter
Street, S.F. Guests: $4.50 prepaid reservations reqired.
CURRENT CONCEPTS IN VENEREAL DISEASE, a course
for practitioners on Saturday April 3 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Contact Bay Area Veneral Disease Association(BAVDA) 22 Arbor
Drive, Piedmont 94610. Course to be held at Fireman's Fund Forum, 3333 California Street, San Francisco. $20 contribution.

YEAR AROUND FLIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL FRANK AT

(282-0588) OR Redwood Clty(36s-8625)
EVENINGS (282-0588)
S.F. REPRESENTATIVE
OR WRITE:
3762 20TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, 94110

.

ADDRESS
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CITY
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ESRP LLC member
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The Strugglers
PHARMACY EVENING L
day, March 17. "Everything V

I.V. Additives (but were afn
I'hai in. D. $5.50 for individu;
BIdg.,UCSF.

LANGLEY PORTER COf
Sierra Madre: Tarahumara It
fessor and chairman, Dept.
Medical Center. 11 a.m., Wed
rium.
CHAPTER NO. 50 OF THE
EES ASSOCIATION (CSEA)
Wednesday, March 17, 1971
next to tl
Blvd. at Arguello
tail hour at 5:30 P.M. Dinn<

--

Robert Carlson, Junior Pas
been asked to be out principa
Future ofCSEA."
Reservations may be mad
Smith, Laundry, or Fran Elliot
The Golf Committee is plan
ment. It is hoped that two tout
in May and another in Octobei
faculty and students ofthis cai
ed to approximately fifty play
ment will be given first entry
accepted on a first-come, firs
tournament will be held on a F
host cocktail party and dinner,
cd. The entry fee will include j
The Spring Tournament Wi
cock Gap Country Club, San i
uted campuswide in the near I
ter the tournament may do so.
If you wish further inform
committee members: Noel Ch
ext. 1701; Bob Hydron, ext.
Obana, ext. 2911.
IMPLICATIONS OF A NA
PROGRAM, discussed by Am
industrial relations section, Prii
day, March 16in 301 HSW. C<

new millberry union

PLEASE MAIL ME FREE TRAVEL INFORMATION

NAME.

-

,

Specials All Year Around
t>o* SAT.

THE NEW SHAKESPEARE COMPANY will perform Midsummer Night's Dream tonite and As You Like It Saturday, March 13
in their theatre at Trinity Episcopal Church, Gough Street near
Bush. Curtain at 8:30. Admission: $1 student; $2 general. For information: 771-5290.
SAN FRANCISCO BLACK WRITERS WORKSHOP and The
Grass Root Experience Theatre Company will present two original one-act plays tonite and Saturday, March 13 at the Way Club
Theatre, 1859 Geary Blvd. Tickets are $2 and $1.75 for students.
Available at Black Writers Workshop, 394 Hayes St., S.F.

PHONE

,

STATE. ZIP

"

MRS. DOREEN J. BAUMAN has been appointed as
the Millberry Union's new
PROGRAM COORDINATOR (Mrs. Bauman succeeds
Dr. C. Singh Wallia who resigned on December 31, 1970).
She will join our staff in late
just as soon as she
March
conclude
her present rescan
ponsibilities and locate appro-

~

priate housing in the Bay Area.
The 43-year old Mrs. Bauman
was the unanimous choice of a
special
student-staff
interviewing/selection committee.
The mother of three children, Mrs. Bauman delayed
her undergraduate work until
when she enrolled at San
~19.66
a
Jose State College. During

1968, 1969, and 19/0, she se
ved as the director of San Jo
State's Experimental College
a student inspired and ir
tiated organization designed
offer alternative methods
approach to the learning pr
cess and to provide course co
tent not jrvailable in the trac
tional curriculum. The offe
ihg's of if -c expeirjimental cc

...

<
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STYUNG
444 JUDAM Siefit

..TS.,
NJO BAND PARTY will return to
m 9 to midnight in the Millberry Uns2.so include the fine banjo sounds
3and and all you can guzzle. Tickets
i Union Central Desk. Stag or Drag
ig, drinking, and lots of good compa-

•*-

"PSYCHIATRIC EFFECTS OF PROGESTERONE AND THE
ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE," Ira Glick, M.D.,Staff psychiatrist,
Chief, Clinical Research Ward, Langley Porter Institute, 11 a.m.,
Wednesday, March 17 in LPNI Auditorium, Open to public, no
charge.

NEURORADIOLOGY LECTURE SERIES, "Hydrocephalus"
with Fred Sondheimer, M.D., 12:30 p.m., Thursday, March 18 in
room 664-S.
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY SEMINAR, "Giant Cell Tumor of
Bone," 5 p.m., Wednesday, March 17 with R. Gary Owsley, M.D.
in Room 300 HSW.

■

I-

Charter Flights Europe 1971

ECTURE SERIES at 7:30 Wednes-

ou've always wanted to know about
■id to ask) with Richard dc Leon,
ill lecture at Auditorium, Med. Sci.

i FERENCE, "The Mystery of the
\iians," Louis J. West, M.D., proqf Psychiatry, U.C. Los Angeles
fotsday, March 24 in LPNI Audito-5 CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYwiII hold its regular meeting on
Geary
at Z's Bountiful Buffet
le Coronet Theatre. No-host cock;rat 6:30 P.M.

-

t President of Statewide CSEA has
il speaker who will speak on "The

c thru B. Vranna, 369M, Walter

;t, 324 Clinic Bldg.

ning the third UCSF Golf Tournarnaments can be held this year, one
r. Participation will be open to staff,
npus. The tournament will be limiters. Participants ofthe last tournapreference with additional entries
t-served basis. As in the past, the
7riday and will be followed by a noTrophies and prizes will be award;reen fee, dinner and awards,
ill be held on May 7, 1971 at PeaRafael. Entry blanks will be distrib\iture so that golfers wishing to en-

.

ation, you may contact one of the
iristian, ext. 2789; Mary Ellen Fox,
2021; Jim Nelson, ext. 2883; Russ
riONAAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Be R. Somers, research associate,
nceton University, at 4 p.m., Tuesjffee will be served, r

BLACK LIGHT EXPLOSION COMPANY, sponsored by the
Neighborhood Arts Program of the San Francisco Art Commission,
holds weekly jam sessions every Sunday from 2 to 9 p.m. at 806
Buchanan Street, S.F. between Grove and Fulton. For more information phone Billy Johnson at 285-8174 or Michael Catlett at 558-2335.
PHYSICAL AND&EMOTIONAL CARE OF THE SEVERELY
HANDICAPPED CHILD, is a 4-week course UCSF will offer
July 6 through 30, 1971 at Sonoma State Hospital where opportunities will be provided for working with severly handicapped
children. Tuition $200, enrollment limited. For information write
Aye., S.F.
or call Continuing Education in Nursing, 1343 Third
94122(666-1817).

THE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL AND THE COUNTER CULTURE, a one-day workshop designed to bring together health
care practitioners in "free clinics," public health agencies, hospitals, and similar settings with representatives of the counter culture concerned about the present system of health care delivery.
March 27, 1971 at The First Unitarian Center, 1187 Franklin
Street, S.F. Fee: $25. ($l5 students). Contact Continuing Education in Nursing, 1343 Third Avenue, UCSF or phone XlBl7.
URGENTLY NEEDED:
LICENSED PHYSICIAN TO JOIN CLINIC STAFF

-

Orange Cove Family Health Clinic The Orange Cove Family
Health Clinic is a federally funded, consumer-controlled, comprehensive rural health clinic. It has received its initial grant from
the Migrant Health Care Division ofthe Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to operate for three years. The Clinic
primarily serves migrant farm workers, who constitute a majority
ofthe members ofthe policy-making Clinic Board. The services it
provides include health education, environment control, outreach
services, well baby care, 24-hour emergency care, out-patient
care and referral services. The emphasis is on preventive medicine and comprehensive health care for all members ofthe family.
The Clinic is equipped with examining rooms, an x-ray room, a
fully equipped laboratory and an urgent care room. More facilities, including two fully equipped dental offices, will be added as
more personnel are hired to staffthe Clinic.
The Clinic has allocations for one general practitioner, one
pediatrician, one registered nurse, two nurse's aides, a public
health nurse, two family health workers, one social worker, and
one health educator. At present the Clinic has one general practitioner, Dr. Raymond Donovan, and is seeking another. (The new
doctor need not be a pediatrician.) The doctor's salaries are
$25,000 per year.
For more information about the Clinic or about the opening for
a licensed physician write:
Dr. Raymond Donovan, M.D.
P.O. Box 427
Orange Cove, California
Or call: 209-485-8340

EMERGENCY ROOM TECHNIQUES, Saturday, March 20 at

Pacific Medical Center. Contact: Education Committee, Pacific
Medical Center, Clay and Webster Streets 94115 or phone 931-8000.

program coordinator
:r-«e

iito
of
o-

nliril-

lege included a seminar/lecture
series, a film series, a program
of scholars-in-residence (Dick
Gregory, Alan Watts), a concert series, a program of artists-in-residence, drama presentations, etc.
After graduating (with distinction) from San Jose State,
Mrs. Bauman. accepted a specialiitoHcrwship in journalism at

the University of Oregon in
Eugene. At the U. of O. she
has served on a number of
committees including an ad hoc
committee on undergraduate
studies; the committee on educational experimentation, improvement and innovation; and
as chairman of the committee

of development of extrj.-cur-

■

SPRING & SUMMER

275.5

■LONDON
■
!■ LONDON
-

ART FESTIVAL, hosted by The La Raza Student Organization
at San Francisco State College will be held March 15 through 19 in
the Gallery Lounge of the State College. Admission free, Hours
open daily from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. except Tuesday when it will close
at 2 p.m. For more information phone La Raza Studies Office at the
College, 469-1054.

*****
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ONE-WAY
CHOOSE
FROM
FLIGHTS
TO
MANY
These flights are open to students, feculty, staff
employees end their immediate family
FOR SCHEDULES. CALL OR WRITE

■

■

■

Phone (415) 392-8513

■

g

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Calif. 94103
5 995 Market St., San Francisco.
I Plmm m«B ■»• Information on flight* „

■
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CHINESE FOOD
eat in and take out
CHINESE MODERN KITCHEN

-

1015 Irving St. Open 11:30 am 9:00 pm
WE DELIVER Phone 566-4722

3 - item lunch 99-

-closed Monday

Cal-Jet Charters Announces its
Christmas & Spring Charter Flights to

New York and Europe

"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our reliable charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown charter airline.

Christmas 1970

No. 612 Oakland-New York (IFK) r.t. Dec. 19-Jan. 2 (via TIA)

$139.00
tax)
(including

No. 615 Oakland-Los Angeles-Amsterdam (round trip)
Dec. 19-Jan. 2 (via TIA) $259.00
No. 858 Oakland-London (round trip) Dec. 19 Jan. 3 (via TIA)

-

$249.00

{including tax)

Ski Holiday In Innsbruck, Austria Dec. 19-Jan.4

4.99.00

(Price includes round trip flight all lifts, Hotels, breakfast for

14 days)

Spring (one way only) Flights.
No. 734 Oakland-L.A.-Amsterdam Feb. 4th 1971
13900
(via
TIA)
vw

'""

'

No. 116 Oakland-London March 20,1971 (via TIA)
No. 936 Oakland/LA. to Amsterdam April 25 (via TIA)
/

*

(including tax)

$139.00
{including tail
$139.00
(including tai)

All flights are open to students, employees, staff faculty of the University of California and their inline
diate families
■
<

*

ricular programs and materials
for graduate students.
Mrs. Bauman has travelled
extensively throughout Mexico
and the United States, is the
author of several recently publisted short stories and articles, and is the co-author of a
soon-to-be published text for
college sopjiomore use.

in n io
CafieYcharlm'
"" " " "'"'
2150 Green St.

San Francisco, Ca. 94123

"
fift/St* . ,
orCa

(areacode4ls

090 ~,.
(after six anrl wpel'on'''

Special: University of California Charter Flight to Australia and New Zealand with stop in
Tahiti set for summer 1971 (write for full details now!)
Inter european Student Charters available through Cal-Jet

Summer 1971 Europe Schedule now Available

>

.
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Articles and announcements for this section of the Synapse may be
submitted to Gene Poon, Dent. 111, no later than one week before the
date of issue.

"fifth quarter"
past, present and future
by Dennis Gile, Dent. IV,

Fifth Quarter Chairman.

Five years ago, a unique and
progressive concept of supplemental undergraduate education was introduced at UC's
dental school. A group of dental students initiated a program
including lectures, seminars,
films, demonstrations and study groups, and dubbed it "Fifth
Quarter" to symbolize a new
educational dimension complementing the then-new University quarter system.
Initially only third and
fourth year dental students

is structured so that any dental
or hygiene student can submit
ideas for presentations and
help to promote them.
"Fifth Quarter" spends
more money than any other
single ADSactivity. Besides
ADS funds, it has received
$1500 in the past three years
from the Women's Auxiliary of
the Contra Costa Dental Society. To utilize these funds maximally, feedback and new ideas
are needed from the dental
school student body.
The "Fifth Quarter" has
demonstrated not only the.
soundness of tie concept of
supplementaryEducation, but

FIFTH QUARTER PROGRAMS, SPRING OUARTER 1971
I

Times and rooms to be announced.

April 8: What You Should Expect for a Dental Laboratory
April 15: Practice Management: Dr. Burton Press
April 22: Opening a Dental Office: Dr. Chuck Fischer.
May 6: Utilizing a Dental Hygenist
May 13: The Evolution ofThird Party Payment: Dr. Neil Smithwick; Dr. Robert Smithwick; Dr. Sid Francis.
Study Group: Seniors Only: Intra-Oral Photography: Dr. Troy
Daniels
Office Tours: Dr.
A Modern Dental Practice: Dr.
Arthur Dugoni: Group Practice: Dr. Robert Miller: "Do-ityourself:" Innovative Ideas in Sterilization and Office Design.
were allowed to attend, but
"Fifth Quarter" has now expanded to include all dental
students with hygienists, wives
and, this year, faculty invited
to more lectures. The program
has continued under the direction of the Associated Dental
Students' "Fifth Quarter"
Committee, and has fulfilled
the objectives.of a supplementary dental educational program patterened after postgraduate education. The committee meets once monthly and

also the effectiveness of a student-conducted educational
program. While examining the
scope of their education and
opening up new areas beyond
customary bounds, students
have likewise found new channels of faculty-student communication. The success of the
program in the past and present
are accomplished fact; and it is
hoped that through continued
student participation, the
"Fifth Quarter" can continue
in its pioneering role.

porting directly to the President, "to conquer cancer at the
earliest possible date."
In testifying against the legislation, the physician-educator
supported the proposals of
President Nixon in his health
message. It was the first time
Dr. Lee had testified in support
of a major Nixon administration proposal.

"The problem of cancer,"
Dr. Lee said, "represents a
complex, multi-faceted challenge at least as perplexing as
"Cancer is not simply an isthe problem of the various
land waiting in isolation for a infectious diseases. We do not
crash program to wipe it out," yet have the single cancer
-•he said. "It is in no way comcause. We have barely begun
parable to a moonshot — to a to perceive the fantastic array
Gemini or an Apollo program of causative factors involved in
— which requires mainly the cancer, the methods by which
mobilization of money, men they work, and the agencies by
and facilities to put together in which they may be controlled."
one imposing package the sciFor any chance of success,
entific know-how we already the anti-cancer campaign must
be able to draw not only on the
possess."
cancer
specialists in the NaDr. Lee, now Chancellor of
the University of California. tional Cancer Institute, but on
San Francisco, presented his other specialists in other parts
opinion in testifying against of the National Institutes of
Senate Bill 34. a controversial Health, he contended. Among
bill co-sponsored by Senators these are the experts on virus
Jacob Javits (R., N.Y.) and diseases, genetics, aging, endoTed Kennedy (D., Mass.).
crinology, molecular biology,
bill would amputate the present
pharmacology, and immunoloNational Cancer Institute from gythe National Institutes of
"We do not need more sepaHealth, and transfer it into a ration." he claimed. "We need
national cancer authority. remore intimate interchange of

TJie

the doctor's office. While no
such fault exists in the UC dental clinic (for one thing, there
ISN'T any effective suction
system), the methods of handling mercury and scrap amalgam have recently come under
scrutiny at this institution.
Under a federal President's
Undergraduate Fellowship,
third year dental student Roy
Thomas has begun a study of
mercury contamination in the
dental clinics. With the assistance of Dr. Malcolm Jendresen, Associate Professor of
Dental Materials, Thomas has
included mercury-vapor concentration studies in the clinic,
both in the general circulating
air and in the immediate vicinity of the practicing dental stu-

by Gene Poon, Dent III:

Associate Editor,
Synapse.
Mercury, that curious and
fascinating —and highly poisonous—liquid metal, so useful
in noiseless light-switches and
countless industrial applications, is a key material in the
practice of dentistry. While
patient exposed to mercury, in
the form ofamalgam fillings, is
believed not hazardous due .to
the tightly-bound metallic
"molecule" which is formed
when mercury is combined
with silver, the effects of continuous exposure to the vapors
of mercury upon the dentist
could prove more severe than
the much-more-publicized

dling throughout aHsual survey of the dental clics. Said
he, "We've got the slff spilled
around the amalgarKmjrs here,
and then it leaks (fit Into the
shelves, and spills clnto the
floor; and when the janitors
come in at night, the only thing
that happens is, it gets stirred
up and pushed around. Furthermore, the scrap amalgam
bowls are supposed to have
water in them, but they're always dry, which lets the mercury vapors evaporate from
them."
Such observations, of
course, are obvious even to the
casual onlooker (this Synapse
staffer, for example, once collected over 1 cc. of mercury
from the base of one amalga-

study investigates
mercury in dental clinic
ingestion of contaminated dents. He also will analyze urswordfish.
ine samples of dental students
Exposure to mercury vapor from all four years of school,
in concentrations as low as one and of some ofthe dental faculto a hundred million has, in earty as well. Analysis ofthe air in
lier studies, been deemed hazthe offices of dentists in private
ardous. On a far more gross practice, and visual examinalevel, a Navy dentist, who tion of the clinics and private
would cut into numerous old offices will complete the study.
amalgam restorations at one
Date from the urinalysis
sitting, is reported to have col(which Thomas will have to do
lapsed and been hospitalized himself, due to limited funding)
for severe mercury poisioning. will be compiled by the end of
It was later found that the high- the summer, and completion of
speed suction system which the report will follow. But alwas supposed to pick up all the ready Thomas has observed
vapors from the cur-up fillings evidence of careless, and possiactually exhausted directly into ble hazardous mercury han-

cancer not an island waiting for
Medical research is not
ready yet to undertake a crash
program against cancer, no
matter what emotional appeal
such an approach may have to
rhe public.
This view was expressed in
Washington Tuesday, March 9
by Dr. Philip R. Lee, former
Assistant Secretary for Health
and Scientific Affairs, in testimony before the Health Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

from the dental school

mator alone). But it is the further study of how much of this
really affects the air we
breathe, and what happens to
the mercury after we've got it
inside usjhat will point out the
need for concern. With plans
for a new School of Dentistry

building now being finalized,

crash program to wipe it out

ideas and interaction among
investigators. We do not know
where the breakthroughs will
come. I think it would be a
great mistake to begin to dismantle the National Institutes
of Health in favor of an untested approach."
Separating off cancer-or

any other specific disease- in
splendid and undoubtedly
newsworthy isolation from the
mainstream of medical research would be not only unwise but catastrophis, he said.
Dr. Lee emphasized the
need for additional financial
support to speed cancer re-

-

studies such as this one could
be useful in pointing out the
glaring errors of a pase, less
enlightened day when all was
hunky-dory and everyone ate
swordfish. It remains to be
seen whether those errors will
remain, and be perpetuated in
thefuture.

lee

search, but declared that drastic organizational changes are
not necessary.
"The best machinery in the
world to lead the attack on
cancer now exists in the National Institutes of Health," he
said. "Let us oil it, and refuel it,
and shift it into high gear."

AGAPE IS AIRBORNE

'

After months of planning and struggling, the dream of a natural food store
serving the people at people's prices has come into reality. The hopes are
harvested; the people will be served.

COME AND PARTAKE OF THIS DREAM

AGAPi NATURAL fOOD CO.
599 Castro St. (at 19th St.) 626-3788
OPEN EVERY DAY 10-8
LUNCH SERVED 11-6 EVERY DAY

En

Agape, A Natural Revolution

I
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DOCTOR
AMERICA
doctor
jells well
america

by Herb Brosbe
As we begin this week's
adventure, we find the faithful
Lub Dub walking home after a
hard day on the pediatric ward.
Passing a public telephone
booth he hears,
"Pssst, hey doc, come here
a sec."
Cautiously approaching the
stylishly clothed man, "Yes?"
"Do you want a new stethoscope?" the beckoner whispers.
"No, thanks, I have one."
"But this is a Silly Lilly
stethoscope, IT'S FREE," the
man hisses.
"I said no," Lub replies
tersely.
"Wellthen how about a ticket to Carol Dodo's show tonight? There's a lot of breast
tissue there, await'n your examination, heh, heh, heh"
"Thanks awfully," Lub said,
pushing away the extended
pass, "But I generally avoid
artificial sweeteners."
Near desperation, the inquirer grabs Lub's lapels,
"Look doc, I got a great new
drug for you, it comes complete with pre-inscribed prescriptions and IT'LL KILL

„.

ANYTHING!"

.

Looking his assailant directly into his miotic eyes Lub
answers,
BENDING MY PEACE BUTTON,
and besides I'm only a junior
clinician."

"Why didn't you say so,"
croaks the assailant, releasing
Lub's coat. "You medical students shouldn't wear bow ties,
how will we tell you apart from
the REAL doctors?"
Ignoring the final inquiry,
Lub moves toward the elevator. He wants to tell his old
professor Dr. Lever that the
detail men are around again.
Arriving at the twelfth floor
laboratory he hears a wail, "Oh
woe are we! Damn, I'm as useless as a crushed crumpet at tea
time!"
Seeing the familiar figure
prostrate on the floor, Lub
rushes to his side, "Blimey,
Levor, get a grip on your
knickers!"
Brushing the tears away.
Dr. Levor exclaims, "Lub, you
little nipper. Just the bloke I
need to see."
"Leaping Liver Flaps,
Levor, what's wrong?"
In the ensuing time, Dr.
Levor relates how a plague of
drug detail men have descended once again on Mt. Parnassus. Sent by Ama, they seduce
medical students with gifts and
entice the doctors with panaceas Amazation at its worst!
The latest swarm of detailers
are peddling "Invincomycin,"
an antiobiotic to end all antibiotics.
' '"Only' the tftlimate plan, old
chap, is to discredit fair Parnassus Heights Hospital forever," Levor explains, "for

each spansule of Invincomycin
contains a tiny inoculum of
drugresistant bacteria!"
"Holy Hepatitis!" Lub
cries, "We'll have a plague in
no time. SOUNDS LIKE A
JOB FOR DOCTOR AMERICA!!"
Running from the room,
Lub ducks into the nearest
men's room and searches out
an empty stall. Secretly, he
uncovers the simian fold of his
stethoscope and calls Doctor
America. "Doctor America,
come to Dr. Levor's lab,
please."
Henry Dempsey, mild mannered animal caretaker, perceives the message deep within
his inner ear. Dropping the
drab green garments, he slips
into his Doctor America outfit.
Pulling on his red, white and
blue socks, he reminisces of
beautiful wonder Woman who
knitted them from the axillary
hair offive Pentagon generals.
Just thinking of this vivacious
vixen gives our hero a super
hard on. "Better concentrate
on saving humanity," he mutters to himself. Grabbing his
golden caduceus, he races,
faster than a fibrillation to Dr.
I i vor's laboratory.
Having heard Dr. Levor's
story, Dr. America formulates
a plan. "Get a hold of Freddie
Miers, our chief Inquisitor,
give him this vial. Tell him it's
"Miraclecillin" and he's to

—

Chauncey Leake

covery.

"In this bejeweled vial," Dr.
Miers continues, "I have a
broad spectrum, drug guaranteed to kill any pathogen, bacterial or viral within 2 minutes."
Trained by centuries of inbreeding, the drug detail men,
leap at the words and in mass
rush toward the podium to capture their prize.
Startled by the sudden
movement, Dr. Miers shrieks a
profanity, "May all you daughters by XXV!" and with that
he lunges toward the door.
Doctor America is waiting
in the corridor and takes the

precious vial. The pursuers,
like lemmings, follow the swift
footed Dr. America.
Up the stairs they go, across
Parnassus Blvd., over the hapless rent-a-fuzz, into Mullberry
Union, and down toward the
swimming pool.
Dr. America gingerly steps
aside and tosses the vial deep
into the ever green waters. The
desperate drug men leap into
the pool, swimming vainly for
the proffered cure.
To their dismay, the vial disintegrates, releasing a quick
jelling ingredient. Within seconds the drug men have found
their fates, part of a giant green
jello salad.
"Purloined pelvics!" gasps
the panting Lub Dub. "What in
the world are we going to do
with that?"
"You are to divide this,
monument to mendacity into
little souvenirs, to be hung in
the rooms and offices of all
those who accepted the detail
men's gifts or prophecies.
Under each will be carved this
motto: "Better to read the
Medical Letter, than to listen
to the Details."
"Happy Hippocrates!" Lub
shouts.
But Doctor AmericaTtraveling to the beat of a different
heart, always working for
humanity, has already faded
into the medical center complex.

Mark Wiley, Ex-Odd jobber, Millberry

Union

"Yes, but too slowly. They're doing it
but they're doing it sloppy. People are
using the place but they should have
more respect for the material plane."

Q& A

Bob Brower, Employee at

by seminars to interest our students in good speaking and
writing.
The School of Pharmacy
has been wise in getting Milton
Silverman, one of the top science writers in our country, to
offer a seminar course in professional writing.
However, it is our School of
Nursing that is ahead of us all
here, as in other humanistic
efforts, such as sociology. In
our School of Nursing, Lawrence Fixel teaches English,
and this helps. Now he is offering an extension course in writing. This will be in the evening
during the Spring Quarter.
Some fifty have already signed
up. This is great. The course is
open to anyone, for two credits. Here's a chance for secretaries to improve their abilities.

In humanistic efforts generally, as a balance to our overwhelming science, courses in
the history of philosophy ofthe
health professions are worth
while. One such, meeting at
noon, is offered to all comers,
without fee, examination, or
credit. This comes during the
summer session. It's been running for several years now,
with fair turn-out. It's quite
worth while. It offers an easy
way to learn what it's all about.

announce its discovery tomorrow at noon. The druggies will
undoubtedly try and take it, but
never fear, Dr. America's
here."
Smiling bravely, Dr. Levor
brushes back his boyish blonde
locks and departs whistling
"I'm Henry the Eighth I Am, I
Am" as he goes.
The medical science auditorium is crowded with people. A
buzz ofanticipation fills the air.
A slow hush descends as Dr.
Frederick Miers, approaches
the podium.
"My dear colleagues, members of the press, diligent students, hateful sows ofthe drug
companies, beloved parents."
Lub begins to wonder if he's
making his Bar Mitzvah speech
of announcing the drug's dis-

Question: Do you think that Millberry
Union is becoming a public bath?

a chance to learn to write
Many people complain that
biomedical personnel cannot
talk, comment or write adequately. Physicians in general
are notorious for their relative
inability to talk about anything
else than shop. There have
been some great medical talkers and writers, however, such
as Oliver Wendell Holmes, the
autocrat at breakfast, or William Osier, the great humanist.
Generally, however, physicians neither talk nor write
gracefully. Dentists are well
trained to keep a neat efficient
office, but they seldom talk or
write well. Pharmacists are
beginning to learn that speaking and, writing are important
assets in professional affairs.
Nurses are learning this also,
as are other health personnel.
For a couple of years I
taught law-students as well as
medical students. Law students, I learned, could write
very much better than medics,
and speak better also. This
may be expected, since lawyers really have to speak and
write well in order to get along
at all.
We seem to be trying to correct our inability to speak and
write. At least We are alert to
our problem. Opce students
did this kind of training for
themselves, in literary and
debating societies. Here, in our
own institution, we are trying

7

Junior Museum

"Do you mean like a place where
everybody comes and cleans up? Oh. I
think that any recreational place in any
community should be used by anybody
in that community."
Mrs. Alexandra Hrenoff, Recreation Supervisor 111, Millberry Union.
"Yes. I feel it shouldn't be. I think the
union should be restricted more for the
campus community. I think it would be
wonderful if we could give service to the
community but we can't. Due to lack of
facilities and personnel it is very difficult. Our budget is involved. Our health
people dental and medical men are
already doing quite a bit of public service. They're giving service to the community through clinics and these kinds of
things."

—

—

Janice Stalcup, alumna, graduate nursing

phots/ueln

"A public bath? No, I don't think Millberry Union is doing much of anything.
In fact, it would be good if it became a
public bath because it would be more
useful to students who live in the dorm
and depend on the union. It really
doesn't do anything. The union could
really be a focus for social activities and

entertainment."

8
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administration readies vast health-care plan
continuedfrom front page

would finance care only for particular groups,
like the poor, or for specific types of medical
problems, like catastophic illness. "We start with
the assumptioTflhat the commitment is not to
displace private coverage," declares one Health,
Education and Welfare Department specialist.
The Government would attempt to foster certain forms ofmedical care; the Administration is
particularly enamored of "the health maintenance organization," a type of group practice
that emphasizes preventive, nonhospital care.
But doctors would probably remain free to determine their own charges.
The Administration originally assumed that
the planned health insurance for poor families
would cost no more than the $1.7 billion in Federal funds now being spent on their medical care
under welfare programs. But this estimate counted on stiff financial contributions from many individuals now receiving Medicaid benefits free;
moreover, it threatened to reduce levels of medical assistance in many states. Now, with Secretary Elliot Richardson's support, HEW department technicians have apparantly convinced the
White House that more money must be spent in
this area. "Otherwise we may be put in a peculiar
position of providing a smaller benefit package
and charging the family for it," worries one HEW
specialist.

To keep the total cost down, some White
House officials maintain that most patients-except the very poor-should pay part of their medical expenses. Thus there might be a provision
requiring a patient to pay for the first 60 days ofa
hospital stay, and he would have to pay a share of
all other expenses.
Harvard economist Martin Feldstein and others argue that partial payments by patients would
produce advantages beyond savings for Uncle
Sam: Medical consumers would shop for the
least expensive care; would avoid unnecessary,
costly hospitalization; and would pressure physicians, hospitals and health insurance organizations to develop more efficient forms of health
service.
But some critics worry that partial payment
rules would discourage patients from obtaining
needed medical attention, particularly early diag-

nosis and preventive care that could cut treatment costs later on. "The real issue is how much
people should be encouraged to use medical care
and how much you fear they will overuse it,"
explains one government official.
The White House has been working onThe
new health program for several months. The
Domestic Council, under Nixon assistant John
Ehrlichman, asked the HEW department to
make its recommendations for a Presidential
message to Congress. The department responded
with a massive survey of "health options," including plans for producing more medical manpower and other proposals. But it's the idea of
broadened health insurance that has clearly
caught the White House's fancy.
Now HEW officials are pushing for a generous insurance program for poor families paid for
by general revenues; a modest "major medical"
insurance program for other individuals below
65, financed by Social Security taxes; and the
establishment ofFederal standards for voluntary
health plans.
Here are the details of the major proposals:
FAMILY HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM: The Administration is committed to an
insurance program for all 3.7 million needy families, replacing Medicaid, which aids the 2.3 million needy families headed by women. HEW is
pushing for a package of benefits worth $700 to
$800 a year to a four-member family. This sum is
slightly higher than the national average of $650
under Medicaid and far higher than levels in
some Southern states.
The HEW proposal would cover limited hospital costs, plus surgical expenses, preventive
medical care, family planning costs-and perhaps
dental care. The White House might prefer a far
less costly package of benefits. But because
some states, notably New York and California,
are now paying much more than the national
average under Medicare, a stingy Federal program could require unpalatable cutbacks for
many recipients.
HEW planners would like the program to
reach well above the poverty line to include families with annual incomes of as much as $8,000.
Many of these people have private health insurance coverage, but Federal experts argue that the

benefits are often inadequate. The White House
would probably prefer a lower income cutoff.
CATASTROPHIC INSURANCE: HEW
officials are pushing a program similar to but
slightly less generous than that proposed by the
Senate Finance Committee. It would require
beneficiaries to pay the first $2000 of medical
costs and the first 60 days of hospitalization
costs — an additional $4100 at current rates. The
Government would then pay 80% ofthe remaining expenses. But certain items would be excluded, such as long-term nursing care, treatment
with expensive machines for chronically ill kidney patients and experimental organ transplants.
The first-year cost of this program would be
$2.3 billion, but no specific increase in Social
Security taxes would be required to finance it
until 1974. The reason is that Medicare costs
aren't rising now as rapidly as anticipated. In the
long run the catastrophic program would require
an increase of two-tenths of a precentage point in
the Social Security taxes that are paid by both
employee and employer; these taxes are already
scheduled to rise by 1987 to 11.8% of the first
$7800 of annual income.
STANDARDS FOR PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE: Perhaps the most radical departure of all would be an attempt to set Federal
standards for private health insurance plans.
These plans are financed mainly through unionmanagement contracts and are regulated by state
insurance authorities. Preplexing legal and Constitutional issues would confront any Federal
intervention in this area.
Some government planners would like, at a
minimum, to require that the private insurers offer subscribers the option ofjoining group medical practice plans; provide out-patient as well as
hospital benefits; and continue coverage for at
least a limited period after employment ends.
The Federal income tax would be relied on to
enforce such requirements. Employers would
lose business tax deduction for payments to
health plans that didn't meet Federal standards.
There will probably be much Administration
agonizing before such a bold move is proposed.
One possibility is that the President will simply
call for study ofthe idea.
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moderate the conference on
His poems are sensitive
"WHO PAYS?: HEALTH the patients's name comes first,
CARE FINANCING" while the disease appears below, in
1 shall moderate the confer- small print. I have never read
ence on "OCCUPATIONAL any simpler, more humane
DIVORCE, poems than these. Consider the
HAZARDS:
DISEASE, DISENCHANTadvice of Mr. P. Fulton DimMENT" and also deliver one mit, who suffers from senility:
of the key note addresses (see
Sorcerer's Apprentice next They brought him from the
issue of Synapse).
farm in West Country
when his soiling
the bed every day
Made too much linen for
Medicine and Poetry
the old washing machine
Anthony Bottone, M.D.
Now that his daughter's
new baby arrived.
The language of medicine is
often inadequate in communicating the experiences of the Searching for
new conversation.
patient
and may well serve
as a barrier. Hence the poem When he'd been several
weeks on my ward
COMA by Dr.
which apI remarked on the pot
pears on the NHSC prooffresh rose buds
gramme. What direction medicine in the 70's?
One book of poetry that
offresh rose buds
might well be carried in the That always guarded
pocket at the hospital is Dr.
his wrinkled form.
K.I) Beernink's Ward Rounds
(Washington Square East, For an instant he seemed
Perm. 1970. $4.95). Dr. Beerto grow younger
nink trained at Stanford, in- As a memory swelled
terned at Yale-New Haven,
in his throat.
and returned as a research fel- "In my garden I'd let them
low to Stanford. There he
die right on the plant,
helped found a chapter of the It's so much better
Physicians For Social Responforthf roots."
sibility, played in a jazz group
and died at 28 years of age
These are poems written by
from chronic myelocytic leuke- not only a physician but also by
mia.
a patient. They are a rare find.
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CLASSIFIED ADS WORK!
Classified ads in the Synaps<
Cost $1.50 for 15 words
10c for each additional word.
To place
an ad. bring the words and the
money to the office at 1324-3rd
Aye. or leave both in an envelope at Millberry Union Central Desk. (Then watch what
happens.)

CONSIDERING ALASKA?
Accurate; comprehensive brochure about opportunities in construction, oil, fishing and canneries, others. Send $2.00 cahs or
money order. JOBS IN ALASKA, P.O. Box 1565, Anchorage
Alaska 99501.

Furnished room with half bath.
West Portal, 665-0105, "over 30,
employed, room and board if desired.

731-1707
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3319 H.VTNQ STREET

Yoga
•Tree glasses
Tues.
7:45 P.M.
Ist
- Served
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evenings
Ist Come
Intl. Sivanada Yoga Center
1738V2 Ninth Avenue

564-2497
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NEW 1971
VOLKSWAGENS
All Models
Available
BUY or LEASE
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Om reason for our reputation
for integrity hat M«/t an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted man of quality
men
who understand thatthan an
timet whan no Is the only
valid answer.
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And man whose business It Its
to hare your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phraser Well, look
at H this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

So caHhim. You'll ha Impressed
by the number-and thekindof goats he can help you
atcomatllh with Ufa insurance.

•

p\nG rMMiflwif
* • jrow ctvt
always say noto him.

CARLSEN DAVENPORT
ASSOCIATES
VW
1900- 1 9th Aye (corner Ortega)

564-5900

21 It MKWU ST.. MHOHIY
•45-35
M

